Does digital privacy really exist? When the consumer is the product
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Abstract

In 2015, the scandal on Facebook and Cambridge Analytica Ltd, a British political consulting firm - subsidiary of the SCL Group, shook the international public opinion on digital privacy. The subject has attracted scholarly attention, after 87 million mostly Facebook users worldwide, had their personal information under suspicion of data misappropriation, for political influence. In spite of the Cambridge Analytica investigations conducted, a puzzling question remains: does digital privacy really exist? This article investigated the event and the role of the companies involved. Key findings point out that the sharing of personally identifiable information is a structured business model, with a vast ecosystem of providers and consumers. The article threw more light on digital privacy, and ultimately brought a full set of recommendations on data protection.
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Introduction

The present case study investigated digital privacy, with Facebook and Cambridge Analytica Ltd data leakage case as the unit of analysis (Yin, 1988). According to Facebook investors relations report, near 2.5 billion active users are detected on monthly basis (Facebook Reports, 2019). In 2012, Facebook processed 2.5 billion pieces of content, 500 terabytes of data, 2.7 billion of “likes” and 300 million photos per day (Constine, 2012). According to Ann Winbald, Facebook shareholder, “data is the new oil” (Rotella, 2012).

Facebook also knows how to monetize on all its data. Until 2015, Facebook let its partners and developers that use Facebook APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) to access its users' data and deliver focused ads to specific audiences, for instance (Facebook Reports, 2019). The API was designed to collect users' profiles, locations, likes and dislikes in Facebook, as well as the connections associated to contacts, in ever-increasing proportion. The objective is to portray digital consumers' preferences, that can be used, for instance, to offer commercial products focused on personal preferences. It is also possible to map political preferences, and therefore, to use data for political purposes too. This case investigated the case on Cambridge Analytica, a British political consulting firm - subsidiary of the SCL Group, shook the international public opinion on digital privacy, in 2015, with repercussions to date.

Data privacy represents, for digital social interactions, the same as secret vote, for democracies. Aleksandr Kogan, senior lecturer at Cambridge University, created a Facebook app called “this is your digital life”.

Digital Privacy

Aleksandr then sent all collected data to Cambridge Analytica, without the final user's consent (Sherr, 2018).

Methods

The present research is qualitative, interpretive, inductive reasoning, multiple-method approach, combining extensive archival research with descriptive case study, which unit is the case on data privacy Facebook-Cambridge Analytica, as the unit of analysis (Yin, 1988).

Background

Launched on February 4th, 2004, by Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Severin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes, both Harvard under graduation students, “The Facebook” took the world by storm.
One year before Facebook creation, Zuckerberg wrote the code for an experiment designed to attract attention and popularity, named Facemash. In the website, students from universities like Harvard could compare two photos from students, like the “hot or not” rating website. Maybe a predecessor for Tinder relationship website, with similar purposes.

Within the first hours of operations, Facemash attracted more than 450 visitors and 22,000 photo views, breaking the data privacy of the Harvard database students. Facemash was later shutdown by Harvard administration, and Zuckerberg was charged with breach of security, violating copyrights and individual privacy. Zuckerberg recreated the initial idea of Facemash ahead of an art history final exam. Images were uploaded to a website where users could leave comments and share content with other users. A Facebook is a student directory with photos and basic information. By 2003, Harvard University only had paper sheets distributed with students’ directories and a few private online directories. Zuckerberg then created The Facebook. Initially in Harvard, very quickly expanded to Stanford, Columbia, Yale, and then to all Ivy league universities. By December 2005, Facebook had 6 million users.

On the other hand, Cambridge Analytica is a UK-based data analytics company. In 2015, Cambridge Analytica was incorporated by the SCL group, founded by Nigel Oakes. Cambridge Analytica aim is to predict and influence voter’s behavior, through custom propaganda, specially crafted to impact a certain group or cluster of people that share similar characteristics. They do that by collecting data from multiple sources, analyzing and processing data with proprietary algorithms and statistic models in order to build specific profiles.

Although Aleksandr Kogan chose to pass data collected on Facebook to a third party (in case, Cambridge Analytica) without user’s consent, it would be easy for Cambridge Analytica, or any other company or person for that matter, to do the same.

Facebook is, in fact, a marketing platform. Facebook’s 2018 annual report for investors declared 55.8 billion revenue, in which 55 billion came from advertising campaigns (Facebook, 2018). It states explicitly: “We generate substantially all of our revenue from advertising. The loss of marketers, or reduction in spending by marketers could seriously harm our business” (Facebook Reports, 2019).

The same is valid for user engagement. If Facebook starts lagging on user engagement, their audience will start to shrink, pushing the price and volume of ads down, delivering a negative impact to the business. That's why Facebook is always launching new features and updating its platform. To keep users engaged, and to provide a qualified audience to marketers (Facebook Reports, 2019).

Therefore, by collecting users’ data, Facebook creates and maintain qualified audiences. Everything a subscriber write, see, click or do, inside Facebook platform (which is comprised of Facebook, Instagram, Messenger, What’s App, and a few others associated to Facebook). Data is then retrieved, organized, stored, combined, and processed in a myriad of different ways, to create customized profiles. (Facebook Reports, 2019) These profiles tell marketers what a given user likes and what dislikes, as well as their propensity to consume different products and services (Facebook Reports, 2019; Constine, 2012; Rotella, 2012).

The process, however, is not transparent for the end user. By searching the settings on Facebook, one can access the Privacy Settings and Tools tabs. The users, thus, can choose whether friends are allowed to (i) check posts, (ii) send a friendship request, (iii) who friends list, among others, as depicted in the following Figure 1:

![Figure 1. Privacy Settings and Tools Source: Facebook, 2020](image_url)

However, these options only scratch the surface of what is collected by Facebook. On the Information tab, depicted in Figure 2, a broader view of what kind of information is being collected, is illustrated:
When Your Information link is accessed, a wide range of categories appears. Every information one entered, uploaded or shared within Facebook is stored. From post, to videos, photos, places one has been, devices you use, everything one does is logged. Facebook also have a huge co-work network, who also collected and shared one data with Facebook, as depicted in Figure 3:

Figure 3 shows the list of partners that had exchanged your information with Facebook. Observe the activities of a Facebook account. There are two things to be identified. First, the number of partners (companies) that had accessed your data is huge. In this case there were 241 partners that shared your activity with Facebook. In the list of partners there are many that will be instantly recognizable by the user, because the user uses a specific application on their devices, or because the user had visited a specific website. Second, in this list, there’s also a few entries that do not seems to belong to the user. This happens because a technology called cross-device tracking (Facebook Reports, 2019; Constine, 2012).

Cross-device tracking is the technology used to track users on multiple devices (Brookman, 2017). Most sites and applications still use cookies to track users. A cookie file is created whenever you open an app or visit a website.
It then stores your information and creates a unique identifier for your file, so you can be recognized the next time you visit the website or open the app. A cookie is stored on the device, so it doesn’t matter which user is logged on the device, the cookie will track everything from its creation to its definitive deletion. As technology evolves, so do tracking techniques. The last advance in cross-device tracking uses human inaudible sounds to track users. Using audio beacons emitted by one device and recognized by the microphone of another device is possible to track what the user is seeing, and cross-track user activities based on device proximity. In short, Facebook established a cycle illustrated in the following Figure 4:

![Figure 4. Facebook data cycle](image)

**Cambridge Analytica**

Cambridge Analytica was hired by Donald Trump’s campaign for US presidency in 2016 to identify potential voters to be target of ads, and they also gave advice on how to impact those voters, where they were located and so on. Interestingly enough, Steve Bannon (Cambridge Analytica’s board VP at that time) was also chosen to be Trump’s chief strategist.

Later, Cambridge Analytica would also work to influence Brexit in the UK, at the same period. The company had won many contracts with politician eager to better impact their supporters and turn the tide on undecided voters. Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton’s campaigns also used behavioral sciences to better reach specific audiences. Canadian company AggregateIQ was used by both candidates.

Both Cambridge Analytica and AggregateIQ are part of a large group of companies who use data to profile audiences. Other big names in this segment are Experian, FICO, Equifax and many others. Despite the similarities, these later companies work in a much dense battlefield of credit services, on top of other marketing initiatives. But the structure of data collection and processing, the creation and refinement of predictive models is the same, although each company use its own technologies and methodologies.

**Discussion**

Public discussions are still going on about data privacy. Big companies and small players operate between gray lines. Users are producing more and more data each single day, and it doesn’t seem like this trend is going down anytime soon. Data can be used with all purposes, if they are not prevented to be use through specific legislation on the subject.

However, both society and governments are getting worried about the real power behind those companies. Is the population in general losing the power of choice, being directed to things they do not really want? Data privacy is so sensible that governments are acting: EU passed in 2018 the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). This law required that every company, whether establish in the EU or doing business with EU’s companies or citizens, to apply certain standards when handling user data. It’s the first real government action to protect users data privacy (Complete Guide to GDPR Compliance, 2020).

Currently, is that toughest security and privacy law in the world. GDPR is an evolution of many years of privacy policies in the EU. The right of privacy was first established in 1950’s European Convention of Human Rights. With the advance of the Internet, Europe was once again ahead passing the Data Protection Initiative in 1994. Finally, in 2016 GDPR passed on the European parliament and was put into effect. Companies were given two year to fully comply with the new law. GDPR is comprised of 11 chapters, 9 articles and 173 Recitals of Regulation. The law defines terms like personal data, data processing, data controller and many others, in order to leave no room for open interpretations. An in-depth analysis of the GDPR is out of the scope of this article, but one of the most important
aspects of the law is the imposed limitations for companies and services providers to collect, store and process user data, without consent (Complete Guide to GDPR Compliance, 2020).

The law also enables anyone to withdraw previously consent at any time. And companies are obligated to honor the user’s choice. Perhaps the most impactful thing about GDPR is the necessity to comply, even if the company is not in the EU. If you do business with any country within the EU, or any of its citizens, you must comply with the GDPR. However, there a few options for service providers to continue their business. Companies can collect, store and process user data without consent if, you need to comply with legal obligation, you’re acting in public’s interest or there’s a legitimate interest, the last one being wide open to interpretation and discussion (Complete Guide to GDPR Compliance, 2020).

All the changes brought up by the GDPR, the Privacy Data Act (US) and the LGPD (Brazil), it is clear that the privacy options for service users will be changed dramatically. The Facebook options to control user privacy and data showed in this article is already a reflex of the limitations imposed by GDPR. (Complete Guide to GDPR Compliance, 2020) Now, users around the world need to understand, get to know and start to exercise their rights so their data is protected.

Finally, this study has implications in other business scenarios, such as: streaming video (Dias & Navarro, 2018); aircraft manufacturer industry (Cruz, 2020); e-business negotiation (Dias & Duzert, 2017); craft beer industry (Murillo, 2020; Murillo & Teles, 2019), among others.

Future studies are encouraged to assess the impact of GDPR and similar laws, on the analytics market and whether both things can coexist, user privacy and analytics companies.
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